
19.0019.01000 FISCAL NOTE
Requested by Legislative Council

01/05/2019

Bill/Resolution No.: SB 2132

1 A. State fiscal effect: Identify the state fiscal effect and the fiscal effect on agency appropriations compared to funding 
levels and appropriations anticipated under current law.

2017-2019 Biennium 2019-2021 Biennium 2021-2023 Biennium

General Fund Other Funds General Fund Other Funds General Fund Other Funds

Revenues $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

Expenditures $0 $0 $(108,349,492) $(136,785,105) $(108,349,492) $(136,785,105)

Appropriations $0 $0 $(108,349,492) $(136,785,105) $(108,349,492) $(136,785,105)

1 B. County, city, school district and township fiscal effect: Identify the fiscal effect on the appropriate political  
subdivision.

2017-2019 Biennium 2019-2021 Biennium 2021-2023 Biennium

Counties $0 $0 $0

Cities $0 $0 $0

School Districts $0 $0 $0

Townships $0 $0 $0

2 A. Bill and fiscal impact summary: Provide a brief summary of the measure, including description of the provisions 
having fiscal impact (limited to 300 characters).

This bill would require state employees who elect a family contract to pay the difference between the single and 
family rate. The bill would also reduce the Health Savings Account contribution for family contracts in the High 
Deductible Health Plan to the difference between the single plans.

B. Fiscal impact sections: Identify and provide a brief description of the sections of the measure which have fiscal  
impact. Include any assumptions and comments relevant to the analysis.

This change would cause the NDPERS health plan to lose grandfathered status. The impact of this change is 
estimated to be a 3% increase in premium to cover required benefits. There would also be an increase in premium 
to cover adverse selection which Sanford Health Plan estimates to be an additional 10.4%. 

The state July 2019 existing health plan monthly premium for a non-grandfathered option would be $780.86 Single 
and $1,883.12 Family. This would result in a $1,102.26 monthly employee premium for family coverage. The savings 
to the state would be the difference between the required state combined premium and the single rate for the 15,814 
state contracts (state FTE + Legislators)for 24 months. 

NDPERS could continue a grandfathered plan, so the political subdivisions would not see a change.

3. State fiscal effect detail: For information shown under state fiscal effect in 1A, please:

A. Revenues: Explain the revenue amounts. Provide detail, when appropriate, for each revenue type and fund 
affected and any amounts included in the executive budget.

N/A



B. Expenditures: Explain the expenditure amounts. Provide detail, when appropriate, for each agency, line item, and 
fund affected and the number of FTE positions affected.

The state monthly contribution would be the adjusted single rate of $780.86 instead of the combined premium 
before the change of $1,426.74 for the existing health plan design.

C. Appropriations: Explain the appropriation amounts. Provide detail, when appropriate, for each agency and fund 
affected. Explain the relationship between the amounts shown for expenditures and appropriations. Indicate whether 
the appropriation or a part of the appropriation is included in the executive budget or relates to a continuing 
appropriation.

See 3B above.

Name: Bryan Reinhardt

Agency: NDPERS

Telephone: 701-328-3919
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Att #1-2  

Chairman Klein: Opened the hearing on SB 2132. All members were present.  
 
Senator Larson, District 3: The history of the bill, I was gonna run it through last session 
but was under the impression from one of the senators on the benefits committee, that it 
should be run through the committee during the interim so I pulled it off last session and 
decided to let it go through the committee in the interim and we had a discussion about it. So 
now we will run it through the regular legislative cycle. I do insurance in one of my other hats. 
I go into many businesses throughout the state. And there’s a whole merrymid of how the 
business owners take care of their employees and retain their employees and offer benefits. 
Some employers will offer supplemental benefits. Some will offer entire health benefit 
packages and then leave it up to their employees to pick up the cancer option. It’s a whole 
juggle of ideas, in an attempt to have an employee come work for their organization. In 
enrolling these groups, they are from like 3200 to as low as two. The majority of the groups 
that I deal with. The employer will pay for the employees’ health insurance. Their core health 
coverage. That health coverage is offered by the three big players in North Dakota which are 
Sanford, Blue Cross Blue Shield, and Medica since ACA. Prior to ACA there was a plethora 
of coverage. There is a group I work with that the BlueCross Blue Shield parent company is 
based in Minnesota so even though their employees are here working in North Dakota, their 
policy and guidelines are based off the policy in Minnesota. So you pay a higher premium if 
your body mass index is not on the same chart size. Its problematic when you sit down with 
clients and ask personal questions. There are getting to be some interesting deals. They pay 
the entire policy of the employee and the dependents. Prior to the start of the legislature, I 
was enrolling at a place. And one of the employees was leaving and I said well where are 
you leaving because his supplemental policies cancer and accident would follow him. And 
he said I’m working for the state and I asked him why, this place pays good you’ll never get 
paid off and its busy and he said well better benefits. I knew before, a couple of sessions 
back, that the state is directly now competing with private groups/entities.  When I first got 
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into the legislation I was under the understand and I heard that we need to give rich benefits 
to keep employees. I as an insurance agent that deals with benefits, I don’t think that’s 
entirely accurate. And I wanted to show you what that is.  
 
Chairman Klein: So the intent of the bill is for the employee to cover the difference between 
the single plan and the family plan? 
 
Senator Larson: So instead of the $1400 that the state pays for a family plan, the state now 
will in the real world, like every other business owner, the state will then pick up the 
employees cost and the employers will pick up the dependent’s cost of that insurance like 
everybody else does. But if I put in my zip code and this is the platform. Its 
ndhealthcare.aca.com, you put in your birthdate. And I can show you what people are paying. 
So it shows you all of the plans available in North Dakota, that a person that needs insurance 
can get. It offers you 18 plans of insurance available. So the very lowest plan that a person 
has to pay is $559.66 and it’s a Blue Cross plan. And if you look at the deductible, they’re 
$6,700 first so if you break your leg you better hope that you break it hard enough that the 
bill is about an $8,000 bill. As they get richer you can see the premium costs go up. If you’re 
on the Medicaid expansion, and you’re 138% of poverty the state of North Dakota buys that 
policy for you. And it is a Sanford silver plan. So this is a Blue silver plan, it’s the most popular 
plan now that most agents sell. That’s $857.28 a month and it’s still a $5,000 deductible. So 
this is what tax payers are struggling with. So this silver simplicity plan, is what the state of 
North Dakota is paying per premium for all of those people on Medicaid expansion. So as 
they keep going up, if we can compare this plan to the North Dakota plan now that we all 
currently have, we can see how it starts ratcheting up. That’s why I brought this forward. 
Because our tax payers, the people that are paying our taxes on our stuff here, they’re having 
to pay this kind of thing and I don’t think it’s right. And when I’m hearing people that are 
leaving the private sector to come to the state agencies because they offer better benefits, 
we shouldn’t be, I just think it’s an offset. It doesn’t make sense. There is something that is 
coming out that is different. It’s called a Medishare on medishare.com. And it’s not insurance 
it just pays the doctor bill. So you’ve seen the cost of those. You can see that the price is 
quite a bit different there. So instead of the $7,000 or whatever, your portion is $1,750. But I 
just wanted to show you that quickly. That’s what tax payers are looking at. Horrible, horrible 
premium prices that are being passed on to them and I think we need to level the playing 
field.  
 
Chairman Klein: I’ve had the opportunity to sit on the state employee compensation 
commission which I’m not exactly sure what we do, because there are a lot of other groups 
who are at work working to develop and understand what we’re doing for our employees and 
their benefits and you mention a rich benefit package, and people leaving the private sector 
to go to work for the state but I think we could also hear we’ve lost a lot of people working for 
the state to go to the private sector. So yes there’s a competition issue out there but I think 
in the negotiations, this whole employee benefits group works year round in the interim to 
look around and make sure the employees know where they’re going and the benefits that 
they’re getting and whether it’s their retirement fund or their healthcare issue. And yes some 
would argue that we have a very good healthcare program, but some would also argue that’s 
the reason some employees have stayed. Which yes the private security generally doesn’t 
offer. I’m only preluding this because the questions and the concerns will be, the employee 
benefits committee may have brought this up and may have been in opposition to it and in 
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end, that’s usually the recommendation we hear here. That was more of a comment than 
anything because the concern is we have kind of made a commitment we’ve made a contract, 
a lot of employees know where they are and we don’t want to mess that up  
 
Senator Piepkorn: You mentioned you were going to bring it up last session but you didn’t 
in lieu of the discussion during the interim. What came out of your interim discussions? 
 
Senator Larson: Kind of the same thing. There isn’t a lot of movement for it. I think there’s 
a lot of, you know having the group plan, I can think of a lot of people that work for the state 
that have the state plan that their spouses work for a separate entity and if they could meld 
their plans it would help everyone. My wife and her plan, if we both have single plans offered, 
it would help company and it would help my company. But when you just have the one lump 
$1400 group insurance thing, you’re kind of stuck. Its problematic.   
 
Chairman Klein: And because of the grandfather status that we currently enjoy, that has 
also allowed that family plan to be more reasonable then it would be if we lose our status and 
wind up in a different sort of bracket. We have people who are smarter on that than I am.  
 
Senator Larson: What I’m finding too, in the industry these grandfathered plans are slowly 
starting to go away because people cannot continue to keep the premiums because they 
keep ratcheting up. And then the benefits are not as rich as the benefits of the ACA thing, so 
some of these grandfather plans that I’ve worked with, sure the premiums are a little bit lower 
but they don’t offer mental health or something like that in their plan. I foresee changes 
coming anyway.   
 
Chairman Klein: And this provides quite a savings?  
 
Senator Larson: There is great savings. We could do funding over in human services that 
would be awesome.  
 
(15:45)Tracey Potter, former state senator, citizen of Mandan: testifying in opposition to 
the bill. The situation that you are in today with state employees is perhaps different than the 
situation that you would be in if you were designing the program from scratch and offering 
benefits to people. But today you offer full family healthcare to the state employees. Which 
has benefited my family greatly because my lovely state employee behind m. if you were to 
take this benefit away from state employees today, it would hit some state employees very 
hard. $7,000-8,000 a year, coming out of their wages. If the intention is to lower the wages 
of state employees, to lower their compensation, it is better for the state and the employees 
to simple lower their wages because you are offering a tax free benefit today. And the state 
doesn’t have to pay its share, and the employees don’t have to pay their taxes because this 
is a tax free benefit. In order to make them whole, you would not have to give them $7,000-
8,000, you would have to give them increases in addition on the taxes. That why, when you’re 
in this situation, you stick with the benefits you have. I don’t mean to plan on any heart strings, 
and say that it was very good for me, because what senator Larson was talking about, is 
while if you’d had a spouse that could have insurance elsewhere, they could maybe in the 
mix would be better. Well in my case it was simply because we offered health insurance for 
our employees, but I already had health insurance because of my spouse. I was in a cafeteria 
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plan, which is why I am now a retired citizen because that money went into my retirement 
account instead. Its valuable to me. It’s just bad business.  
 
(20:25)Tom Gerhardt testifying on behalf of Nick Archuleta in North Dakota United: 
See attachment #1 for testimony in support of the bill.  
 
Chairman Klein: I think Tom what we’ve seen in the past and even last session. The 
legislature understood the value, at least of the healthcare thing. You know at one point or 
another, staying within the grandfather state but yet asking for some dollars. I know theres 
proposals out there but I think at this point, it’s really not, we’ve kinda heard this. We’ve 
worked on this and at this point, I don’t think we’re quite at this level yet.  
 
Gary Fiest, citizen: testified in opposition of the bill. For many years I served on the state 
employee compensation commission and studied state employee compensation, which is 
not only your salary but your benefits as well. As Chairman Klein mentioned, we discussed 
this many times about how important it was for the state to provide a competitive 
compensation package which included the health insurance. We know through the Hay 
studies we show that state employee compensation lagged the market, depending on which 
employer you compared the state to. If compared to a large employer North Dakota 
compensation is not above the market, including all compensation, including the health 
insurance which we receive. I think if you’ve read this bill, you should see what happens 
when you try to move to a single plan, if there’s a huge increase. Losing the grandfather 
status at 3% and also the 10.4% that happens for adverse selection. So anytime the state is 
going to change plans, its going to cause a significant increase in the health insurance. $1100 
a month, the employees that I work with in the tax department, would say it would cause the 
fastest exodus from this place, if they had to lose $1100 a month in compensation. I want to 
committee to consider how difficult it is currently for agencies to be able to attract and retain 
their quality employees. So I urge that you do not pass this and consider that in a total 
compensation to be able to recruit and retain staff we need an adequate health insurance 
policy.  
 
Senator Piepkorn: What’s the Hay study? 
 
Gary: It was a study that OMB commissioned to study total compensation and salary and 
benefits to see where we were at within the markets within North Dakota and also within the 
region.   
 
Chairman Klein: Late 2009?  
 
Gary: A couple years, give or take.  
 
Senator Roers: Do you have an idea how many openings there are here in the state 
departments? 
 
Gary: Well we just did all the budget cuts, I mean there’s probably, in the hundreds like 400, 
my agency alone currently has like 20 positions open. And there would be many more if 
people all of a sudden had to pay $1100 a month. Especially people who are only making 
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$2400, and they’re gonna pay $1100 for insurance plus taxes? There’s no way to retain those 
people.  
 
Senator Roers: So you are finding it difficult to fill positions? From an industry point of view, 
we all know that when you have positions that aren’t filled, the only course of action is pay 
more or you just don’t fill those positions. Whether it comes in the form of health benefits or 
a big salary, it really doesn’t matter because the market is going to satisfy itself eventually.   
 
Gary: From my experience with my own department, is that if you have a job that requires a 
degree, maybe specialized degree such as mine. I mean doing auditing fortune 500 
corporations, we can post a job and not get one single applicant. We can post again and get 
one applicant. So that just tells you that either no one wants to do the work that we’re doing 
or we’re not paying enough. Not sure which one it is.   
 
Chairman Klein: And you’re in the tax department and you’ve been there a long time? 
 
Gary: Yes, I’ve been there 27 years.   
 
(28:55)Scott Miller, Executive Director North Dakota Public Employees Retirement 
System: See attachment #2 for neutral testimony on the bill.  
 
Chairman Klein: Its fairly clear, you have clean information we would understand the cost 
to the employee. Concerns with losing the grandfather status, the adverse selection issues. 
There are quite a variety of things here.  
 
Chairman Klein: Closed the hearing on 2132.  
 
Vice Chairman Vedaa: My feelings on this are I can’t imagine asking the state employees 
to pay that portion without some sort of raise on the other end. Like Mr. Potter said, I know 
how that works. Now you’re giving them a raise but you’re taking taxes out of that money. I 
would just as soon move Do Not Pass.  
 
Senator Roers: Seconded.  
 
Chairman Klein: Once again, the discussion needs to be had, over time and not at the 
beginning of a session and then try to establish something which still would go against the 
rules that we’d generally apply. We want to have everybody know that if this discussion was 
going to be held it should’ve been held last summer or whenever so people can plan for some 
of these things and we can see what the balance is going to be.  
 
Senator Roers: I just want to say that we’re all competing for workers and it’s a benefit that’s 
not different from when people buy cars or homes or allowances, so I don’t see it being that 
big of an issue that needs to upset the apple cart number one. Number two it comes at a very 
cost effective manner, free tax dollars and the ability to buy or shop in the large quantity like 
this. It just seems like it’s a benefit you’d want to provide. And we do provide it for our 
employees. So I don’t see this as being a smart move.  
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Senator Burckhard: I think in the private sector world there are fewer prospective 
employees applying than there used to be. I think this is for the employee benefits committee 
to figure out and not something we should pass. So that’s a no thank you.  
 
A Roll Call Vote Was Taken: 6, 0, 0.  
 
Motion carried.  
 
Senator Piepkorn will carry the bill.  
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